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COVER ARTICLE

Sendai is the economic 
powerhouse of the Tohoku 
region. It is a university town, a 
hub for educational institutions 
like Tohoku University with 
plenty of research and 
development laboratories, 
and is highly regarded around 
Japan and worldwide in the 
R&D field. Sendai is a city with 
a rich history, with its roots as a 
castle town established by 
feudal lord Date Masamune in 
the 17th century. 

Date Masamune (1567 -1636) was a Warring States 
daimyo (feudal lord) who lived during the Azuchi–
Momoyama and early Edo periods. 
Heir to a line of powerful daimyo in the Tohoku region, 
he built Sendai Castle as the founding lord of Sendai. 
An outstanding tactician, he was also a keen cook, a 
rare pursuit for a man at the time. Some say that he 
invented both Sendai miso and Zunda-mochi. 

Sendai MisoZunda Mochi

The mystery 
of the 
hexagram 
on the map of 
Sendai

Who was Date Masamune?

Local Gourmets
In Sendai

仙台名物

Local Gourmets
In Sendai

仙台名物

Oyster in Matsushima

Beef TongueSasakama

Harako meshi
Imoni

Hiyashi Chuka Seri Nabe

Suffering from smallpox in his infancy, he was also known as “独眼竜 (the One-Eyed Dragon)” 
due to blindness in one eye.



COVER ARTICLE

In 1993, Sendai historian Isao Inabe discovered that the locations of the 
city’s major shrines, temples and castles formed the shape of a 
hexagonal star. The six-pointed star was used since olden times as a 
talisman against bad spirits and in astrology, it is imbued with the 
meaning of fusion and harmony. 

Whether it was his intention or not, we cannot know, but by imposing the 
six-pointed hexagonal form, Date Masamune might have been 
protecting against external attacks, protecting the city from evil spirits 
and establishing a sacred place. 

From next page, we present the famous locations at each point of the 
star. Visit the six points and boost your fortunes! Why don’t you visit on a 
tour of Sendai?

出典:星の街仙台オフィシャルサイト https://hexagram.jp
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ADD:7-1 Aoba-cho, Aoba-ward

The shrine consecrated to feudal lord Date 
Masamune. This National Registered Tangible 
Cultural Property has a total of six buildings 
including the honden and accompanying 
shrines. The Sendai Aoba Matsuri, the 
community festival held each May to mark 
the passing of the daimyo who founded the 
city.

Founded in 1607 by Date Masamune, Osaki 
Hachimangu has since served as a chinjusha, a 
shrine dedicated to the patron spirit of the city of 
Sendai. It is famous for holding the biggest festival 
in Miyagi Prefecture every January, the Matsutaki 
or Donto Festival. People bring New Year’s 
decorations to burn for good luck in the New Year, 
praying to the sacred fire for the good health and 
safety of their families.

COVER ARTICLE

ADD:4-6-1 Hachiman, Aoba-ward

Also known as “Aoba Castle” due to its 
site atop Mount Aoba. Largely 
destroyed by fire and earthquakes, it is 
now open to the public as the ruins of 
Sendai Castle comprising stonework 
and reconstructed turrets. The castle 
ruins are a popular tourist spot for its 
sweeping views across the city of 
Sendai. ADD:Kawauchi1, Aoba-ward

1.Aoba Shrine/青葉神社 (erected in 1603)

2.Osaki Hachimangu Shrine/大崎八幡宮 (erected in 1607)

3.Sendai Castle Hommaru/仙台城本丸(erected in 1603)

4.Atago Shrine/愛宕神社(erected in 1603)

Enshrining the god of fire, 軻遇土神 (Kagu tsuchi
no kami), this is the place to seek protection 
against fire-related calamity. Through the torii 
gate are 86 steep stairs known as the “Stairway 
of Success,” due to the legend that samurai 
managing to ride their horses up this hill had 
achieved great success. 

ADD:4-17-11 Mukaiyama, Taihaku-ward



Founded by the third daimyo of Sendai, Date 
Tsunamune, this shrine is dedicated to the deity 
of education and politics, Tenman-Tenjin 
(actually a real person, Sugawara no 
Michizane). Every exam season, crowds of 
students and their parents pray for success here. 
The shrine is also phenomenally popular in 
hanami season, when its famous cherry trees are 
in full bloom. 

ADD:105-3 Tsutsujigaoka, Miyagino-ward

COVER ARTICLE

Built by the second daimyo of Sendai domain 
and successor of Date Masamune, Date 
Tadamune. Following the death of Date 
Masamune, Sendai domain was beset by a 
succession of large fires and floods, plunging 
its finances into crisis. This was overcome only 
with the aid of the Tokugawa clan’s Edo 
government. It is said that the shrine was built 
out of gratitude for this re-establishment of the 
basic order.

（c）公益財団法人仙台観光国際協会

6.Sendai Toshogu Shrine/仙台東照宮(erected in 1654)

5.Tutsuzigaoka Temmamgu Shrine/榴ケ岡天満宮(erected in 1667)

Explore Sendai with
“Loople Sendai”

one 
station

one-day 
pass

one-day pass for 
Loople Sendai & 

Subway 

Adult ¥260 ¥630 ¥920

Child ¥130 ¥320 ¥460

Loople Sendai is a retro-looking sightseeing bus that tours 
the sights of central Sendai. In addition to the major stations 
Sendai Station and Aoba-dori Ichibancho, the 16 stops 
include Sendai Castle and Osaki Hachimangu Shrine.

A bus leaves every 20 minutes, with a full loop taking 70 
minutes. A one-day pass entitles the rider to unlimited stops 
and discounts with partner facilities and restaurants. 

※ Operating times may change depending on the Covid-19 
situation. Please check the website for the latest updates.

・Operating Hour：9：00-16：00
・Departure：Sendai Station
・Where to buy：Sendai Station 
West Exit Bus Terminal Ticket 
Window, affiliated 22 hotels in 
Sendai and so on

*One direction only. No reverse 
route

👆this is the bus stop!
写真提供:仙台市交通局

ADD:1-6-1 Toshogu, Aoba-ward



Hao Li
Jr Principal Investigator, Associate Professor
(Hao Li Lab)

Research 
Field

Materials theory, data-driven materials design

Hometown Guangdong, China

Hobby drinking coffee, listening music, watching UFC

Impression of
Sendai / TU

A very sweet city and an amazing campus

Message

Sendai, what a wonderful and sweet city. I
hear birds talking every morning and saw
flowers blooming in the beautiful April. I drank
nice 711 coffee in the afternoon and tasted a
little sake on the weekend. Blue sky, rainy
afternoon, and peaceful midnight - these are
the real fairy tale that I have never felt in
Copenhagen.

STAFF INTRODUCTION

Bruno Mera
Assistant Professor (Ozawa Lab)

Research Field Theoretical Condensed Matter Physics

Hometown Lisbon, Portugal

Hobby Traditional and digital painting

Impression of
Sendai / TU

Put simply, I am so happy to be part of the AIMR!
Arigato gozaimasu!

Message

Sendai is a beautiful city, with a perfect balance
of nature and cosmopolitan ambient. The kindness
of the people in Sendai, and, in particular, at the
AIMR, have made my experience in Japan a very
pleasant one! The Katahira campus of TU is a
beautiful place, its gardens being the kind of
place I like to dream of. I was very happy and
lucky to watch the gorgeous Cherry blossoms
blooming in April – it was a beautiful sight!
I am very impressed at the food that Sendai has to
offer – it is so delicious and variate; it makes me so
happy!



STAFF INTRODUCTION

William Faugno
Specially Appointed Assistant Professor (Ozawa Lab)

Research 
Field

Many-body open quantum systems

Hometown Point Pleasant, NJ, USA

Hobby Travelling, Hiking, Tango, Video Games

Impression 
of
Sendai / TU

Sendai is very beautiful and I was lucky
enough to arrived during cherry blossom
season. I enjoy walking around the city
and trying out all the restaurants. I am
excited to see as much of Sendai and
Japan as I can!

Message

I completed my PhD in on strongly
correlated physics at Pennsylvania State
University last spring. I am excited to
continue studying the physics of strongly
correlated systems at the AIMR. I have
really enjoyed meeting my colleagues in
the Ozawa group and am looking
forward to learning from them as well as
the rest of the researchers here at the
AIMR.

Hao Bruno Bill



JAPANESE CLASS

JAPANESE CLASS

JAPANESE CLASS

IAC holds Japanese classes : CHA-CHAT J SALON ーちゃちゃっとじぇいさろん
for international researchers and their families for FREE!

For inquiry & booking: iac@grp.tohoku.ac.jp

【NOTICE】
With due attention to infection 
control measures, the June 
CHA-CHAT J SALON will be 
conducted ONSITE. We will 
implement infection prevention 
measures such as limiting the 
number of participants, 
temperature checks, 
ventilation, and keeping 
participants at a distance from 
each other.

Please check the IAC  website 
for the most 
updated 
information. 

The International Affairs Center (IAC) provides various supports 
to international researchers of Tohoku University. We offer 
services including necessary information to work for Tohoku 
University and general living information in Sendai.

WHAT’S IAC

We are waiting 
for your 

participation!
みなさまのご参加を
お待ちしております!

We are waiting 
for your 

participation!
みなさまのご参加を
お待ちしております!

👆We learned new Kanjis like 旅・朝・早・予・約 on May 17th!

Meet Up



E-mail : iac@grp.tohoku.ac.jp |  Tel : 022-217-5971

Address : AIMR Main Bld. 2nd Floor, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai

Website :https://www.wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp/iac/?l=e

CONTACT INFORMATION

If you have any questions or require any further information,

please contact IAC. We would be happy to help you!

What we provide for you 

We provide useful leaflets on the Information 

Rack on the 1st, 2nd and 5th floors of AIMR 

Building. You can get shopping map, lunch 

map, tourist information, LIFE IN SENDAI, this 

mail magazine and so on.


